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Conditional contract of divorce is a kind of divorce contract made by a 
couple before or during marriage, which says “If condition engaged for ending 
the relationship comes true during the marriage, the couple will end the 
relationship voluntarily, either by registering in office together or by suing to 
the court unilateral, the other promising to accept the verdict according to the 
contract.” It is one kind of divorce contract. Is this kind of contract endowed 
with legal effect, there is no direct answer in current law. No research has been 
found discussing directly on this question yet. But the views on the legal effect 
of its upper concept ex-litigation divorce contract can be divided in three parts: 
view of ineffective, view of partly effective and view of effective. View of 
ineffective defies the right of a couple on dealing with personal relationships,    
it ignores the real intention of people, which does not accord with the principle 
of freedom of marriage. View of partly effective says that the property clauses 
should be admitted but its relationship clauses should not, which neglects the 
attachment of property relationship to personal relationship in marriage. View 
of effectiveness, totally affirms the effect of divorce contract, regardless of 
different reasons for divorce. This may lead to the phenomenon of hasty divorce, 
what more, it fails to consider the influence of divorce reasons to the treatment 
of property and children. Conditional contract of divorce claims to affirm the 
divorce contract only when it includes an additional condition clause which 
says when should the couple end the relationship, it asks to treat the divorce 
contract differently.  
Besides the preface and epilogue, this thesis includes three parts. 
Chapter 1: Definition of conditional contract of divorce. By introducing 
the origin and definition of this special kind of divorce contract, differentiating 















Chapter 2: Ought-to-be effect of conditional contract of divorce. Firstly, it 
introduces and makes a comment on the three different perspectives of scholars 
on the legal effect of conditional contract of divorce, demonstrating that all of 
the three views of ineffectiveness, partly effectiveness and effectiveness are 
irrational, holding that the law should affirm the conditional contract of divorce. 
Then, it tries to construct the elements of establishment and coming into force 
of conditional contract of divorce and ought-to-be legal effect in different 
periods.  
Chapter 3: Legitimacy of endowing conditional contract of divorce with 
legal effect. On the base of analyzing the shortcomings of the current law 
systems, it asks for the necessity to admit the legal effect of the contract. 
Subsequently it analyzes the feasibility of endowing the contract with legal 
effect with evidence of its Jurisprudence base and law base of notary system. At 
last, it points out that endowing the contract with legal effect will neither 
invade people’s personal freedom nor lead to the raise of the rate of divorce. 
The preceding three parts prove the legitimacy of the legal effect of the 
conditional contract together. 
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引  言 
1 
引  言 
在实践中常遇到这样的婚姻家庭纠纷：一对夫妻在争吵打架过后，冷
静思考达成这样一份“附条件离婚协议”：“一、今后如果 A 再遇 B 实施
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